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Fisher Phillips Welcomes Nicole Holtzapple in Atlanta

News

8.07.23 

Fisher Phillips, one of the country’s preeminent labor and employment law firms representing

employers, is pleased to announce that Nicole Holtzapple has joined the firm in Atlanta.

Nicole started her legal career over a decade ago as a solo practitioner and owner of her own firm

where she represented clients in a variety of mediations, settlements, and hearings. After a few

years on her own, she worked at a handful of Atlanta law firms where she become a well-rounded

attorney handling everything from intellectual property matters to trade secrets and restrictive

covenants. And for the past several years, Nicole has focused on litigation and was most recently at

an AmLaw 100 firm where she represented clients in complex civil matters in both federal and state

court.

At Fisher Phillips, Nicole will continue with a focus on employee defection and trade secrets

litigation while defending employers in a variety of other workplace disputes from inception through

all phases of trial. She will also do her part to help clients avoid litigation by advising employers on

compliance with a variety of federal and state laws and agency regulations.

Nicole earned her J.D., cum laude, from Georgia State University College of Law where she received

the College of Law Board of Visitors Scholarship as well as both an Award of Excellence and a CALI

Award in Research, Writing, and Advocacy. Before attending law school, Nicole earned a B.S. in

Psychology, cum laude, from the University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa where she was Phi Beta Kappa.

Please reach out to our Media team for any news inquiries. 
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